Boat Dolly

Stainless Steel
Hatch Binding

4000 pound capacity
boat dolly [two dollies
will support a 8000
pound boat, a 17’ wood
runabout typically
weighs around 2000
pounds.] Strong 11
gauge steel frame with a
high gloss polyurethane
finish featuring large 2’
long bunks. The dollies
each have four heavy duty 6” x 2”phenolic resin caster wheels
that swivel on ball bearings. Two of the dolly wheels have locking mechanisms. The dollies can be shipped by UPS. For safety
reasons, dollies must be used in pairs.

Stainless steel 1 1/4” hatch
binding . Hatch binding is
sold in 10 foot sections.

HATCHBND

$78

Stainless Steel
Stem Bead
Stainless steel 1/2” solid
back generic stem bead sold
in 6 foot sections.

STEMBEAD

$78

Stainless Steel
Piano Hinge

DOLLY Single 4000lb Capacity Boat Dolly

Chris Craft Dashboard Tags

Stainless steel 1 1/2” piano
hinge. This is a very common size that was used in
many boats. The hinges are
sold in 6 foot sections.

PIANOHNG

$89

Polished Stainless Steel Trim
Original 7/8 inch style used by Chris Craft. It is drilled
for #6 screws. Call
for price and shipping
costs.
SS10 10 ft
SS12 12 ft
SS6 6 ft Spray Rail

J-Trim Molding
Stainless steel replacement “J” molding. The
molding is 6 feet long with nail holes on 3
inch centers.

JMOLD 6’ stainless “J” molding $100

Lubri-Gas
Lubri-Gas is simply the best gasoline additive
available. It decreases oil consumption, increases
compression and mileage, eliminates sticky
rings and valves, gives more power, better piston
seal, longer engine life, reduced exhaust emissions, longer spark plug life, makes engines start
quicker and idle smoother, extends time between
tune-ups and eliminates existing carbon deposits
in valves.
One quart of Lubri-Gas treats 125 gallons of gas.
You owe it to your classic boat [or car] to try a
quart of Lubri-Gas and see the results of the gas
additive everyone is talking about.

LUBQT Lubri-Gas quart

20

$275

$18

Replacement round
and rectangular
dash tags. Tags
include: Navigation,
searchlight, wiper,
bilge, blower and
instrument. Call for
other available tags.

DASHTAG Specify which dashboard tag needed $20
DASHTAGSET Set of six dashboard tags
$100

Bilge Pumps Thru Hulls
& 3-Way Switches
Rule-Mate 750 gallon per hour
bilge pumps will switch on and
off manually from your dashboard and automatically while
you are away. Every classic boat should have at least one bilge
pump.

RULE750Rule-Mate 750 Gallon 12V Bilge pump $99
SW3 Three Way Switch [On-Off-Automatic]
$39
THRUB Bronze Thru-hull for 3/4” hose
$33

Gold Braid Dock Line
Easy to handle dock lines can be stored
wet. These rot mildew and abrasion
resistant lines are unaffected by gas,
oil, and marine growth. Fifteen foot
rope has 1/2 inch diameter and has 12
inch loop at one end.

ROPE Fifteen Foot Gold Braided Dock Lines

$20

Bilge Blowers
12 volt new bilge blowers for 3 inch exhaust
hose. Bilge blowers are an extremely
important safety feature on classic boats.

BILGEB12 12 volt Bilge Blower

$47

